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Abstract.

The impact of high resolution sea surface

temperature(SST) data on the atmospheric
forcingin
the Japan/EastSea(JES) is investigatedusinga highresolution mesoscaleatmospheric model. We use the

Whether the SST spatial patterns in JES have any influenceon the atmosphericcirculation, however,is largely

unknown.The main objectivesof this study are (1) to
examine the impact of a large SST front on the atmo-

AdvancedVery High ResolutionRadiometer(AVHRR) sphericcirculationin JES and (2) to test the sensitivity
PathfinderSST (PFSST) and the operationalNCEP of numerical simulation of weather systems to spatial
(NationalCenterfor Environmental
Prediction)global resolution of the SST field.
SST analysis(NCEPSST) as the lowerboundaryconditions for two numerical experiments. A sharp SST
gradientassociatedwith the subpolarfront in JES, wellresolvedby P FSST, has a significantinfluenceon both
synoptic scale and monthly mean surface winds and
heat fluxes in JES. These results have an important
implication for researchrelated to coastal atmosphere
and ocean circulation

and air-sea interactions.

Data

and

Model

To test the sensitivity of the atmosphericcirculation
to SST forcing in JES, we use the operational NCEP

SST [Reynoldsand Smith., 1994] and PFSST [Kilpatrick et al., 2001] as the lowerboundaryconditions

for two model experiments. The temporal resolution
is 5 days for PFSST and I day for NCEPSST, respectively. The spatial resolution is 9 km for P FSST and
Introduction
2.5ø for NCEPSST. The daily NCEPSST data is produced using a 7-day running mean. We composite the
The oceanicsubpolarfront in JES separatesthe warm
twice-daily PFSST data into 10-day images, which are
subtropical water entering from the Tsushima Strait
produced
every 5 days centered on the date of interest,
and the cold subarctic water. It is also referred to as
to minimize the number of missing data points due to
the Polar Front [Isodaet al., 1990]. Associatedwith
clouds. Our main focus is the SST impact on atmothe subpolarfront is a strongSST gradient located near
sphericcirculation of synoptic and monthly time scales.
40øN in JES. It is the most pronouncedfeature in the
The 5-day update of P FSST is adequate for this study.
wintertime in JES. The SST front is shownclearly in the
Because of the large SST gradient from west to east
high-resolution
(9 km) AVHRR data, but largelymissduring the winter season,there are semi-permanentlow-

ing in the low-resolution
(2.5ø) NCEP globalgridded level clouds over the warm water in the eastern JES.
SST analysisfield (Plate 1, interpolatedto the model
Simple spatial interpolation will not yield realistic SST
grids).The wintertimeatmospheric
circulationin JES

patterns over the large data gapsin the Pathfinder data,
especiallywhen sharp gradients exist near the boundaries of missingdata regions. To circumvent this problem, we construct a blended product from PFSST and
scale(at about4-7 daysinterval)extratropicalcyclones
NCEPSST to fill the data gaps. We first generate a
over the Asian Continent and propagateeastwardto the
differencefieldbetweenPFSST and NCEPSST (ASST
northern Pacific. Cold and dry air protrudes behind an
- PFSST- NCEPSST). We then fill the gapsin ASST
atmosphericsurfacecold front. Occasionallymesoscale
by averagingeight closestgrid points surroundingeach
cyclonesdevelopor strengthenover the ocean in JES.
missingASST point starting in the region with the least
Copyright
2001bytheAmerican
Geophysical
Union.
missing data. We apply this procedure iteratively until all missing data points are filled. We then add the
Papernumber2001GL013511.
ASST to NCEPSST to get a new SST at the missing
0094-8276/01/2001GL013511 $05.00
is dominated by Siberian cold-air outbreaks and their
interaction with the complex coastal terrain in the region. The winter storms develop usually as synoptic-
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1. The NCEP globalSST analysis(NCEPSST) and AVHRR PathfinderSST (PFSST) for 1 January1997(a and b) and 31 January

1997 (c and d). The PFSST images are 10-day compositescentered on the dates indicated. The black triangle indicates the location of the
JMA moored buoy (21002) in JES.

data points originally in PFSST. This blended product
is now referred as PFSST for simplicity.

with both satellite and in situ observations including
the Japanese GeosynchronousMeteorological Satellite

We use the Penn State University/National Center (GMS-5) infraredcloudtop temperatureand water vapor images,the NASA Scatterometer
(NSCAT) surface
mesoscale
model(MM5) [Dudhia,1993]to characterize winds, and surface measurementsfrom stations near the
the mesoscalestructures of atmospheric synoptic forc- coastalregionsand the JMA mooredbuoy at (37.9øN,
ing, especially for Siberian cold-air outbreaks off the 134.5øE,Plate 1). The modelsimulatedstorm tracks
for Atmospheric Research atmospheric nonhydrostatic

coastal region near Vladivostok and in the vicinity of
the subpolar SST front in JES. Our general approach is
to use a nested-gridmodel to cover a large area in the

closely matched satellite observed center locations of
the storms from the infrared and water vapor images.
Detailed descriptionsof the weather systemsin January

outer

1997are givenin Chenand Zhao[2001].

domain

and still resolve the fine mesoscale

fea-

tures in the inner domain. We use grids with 45 and 15
km grid spacingfor the outer and inner domains, respectively. The outer domain covers a large portion of the

To investigate the impact of the SST forcing on
the atmospheric circulations in JES, we first examine

Asian

NCEPSST and PFSST is the sharp SST gradient asso-

Continent

and

the northwestern

Pacific

Ocean

two different

SST fields.

The

main

difference

between

(not shown).The 15-kmgrid innerdomaincoversthe ciated with the subpolar front as shown in Plate 1. The
JES region (Plate 1). We use the European Center subpolar front shifts southward from the beginning to
for Medium-rangeForecast(ECMWF) global analysis the end of January 1997 while SST decreasesin the entire JES, which is typical for the winter season.
Fig. I shows a time seriesof NCEPSST and PFSST
dimensional
data assimilation
(FDDA) modeto provide comparing with in situ measurements from the JMA
the best possibleboundary conditions for the inner do- buoy at 2-m depth. PFSST is very closeto the observed
SST at the JMA buoy, whereas NCEPSST is about 2main.
The inner nested domain is run in a forecast
3øC too low. The buoy is located southeast of the SST
mode with no FDDA.
front where NCEPSST smoothesout the sharp gradient
becauseof the low spatial resolution.
Results
The winter storms usually develop over the Asian
The atmospheric circulation is dominated by three Continent and move across JES within 12-24 h. To
major extratropical cyclonesassociatedwith wintertime examine whether the SST pattern in JES can influence
cold-air outbreaks and four weak synoptic disturbances the storm track and intensity, we conduct two MM5
experimentsusingPFSST and NCEPSST as the lower
over the JES region during January 1997. The MM5
simulations captured the observed structure and evo- boundary conditions, respectively. The differencesin
lution of the cold-air outbreak events over the JES
surface wind and temperature fields for the two simu-

fields to initialize MM5 and provide continuous lateral
boundary conditions. The outer domain is run in a four-

region. The model simulations have been validated

lationsare comparedwith the JMA buoydata (Fig. 2).
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1. Time series
of the JMA buoy-measured
SSTat 2 m

50N

depth (solid line), NCEPSST (dashed line), and 10-day composite
PIPSST (square) at the buoy location (37.9øN, 134.5øE) for January
1997.

45N

There are sevenhigh-wind eventsduring January 1997:
The main storm centers are located outside, mostly

40N

north, of JES in most cases. Only two storms (5-6
and 13-14 January) developand intensifywithin JES.
The surfacewind gustswereup to 20 m s-1 in both
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NCEPSST and PFSST simulations, which is close to,
-0.I -0.8 -0.$ -0.1

but slightlyunderestimate,
theobserved
25 m s- • at the
JMA buoy during the first storm on I January. The simulated air-sea temperature difference reached 10-20øC
behind

the surface

cold front

similar

to the observed

45N

value (cf. Figs. 1 and 2b). Theseextremeconditions
induce strong surface heat and momentum fluxes. The
high spatial resolution PFSST has a significant impact
on the development and evolution of two storms that
occurred on 5-6 and 13-14 January. Both storm centers passthrough and strengthen over the SST front in
JES, unlike all others that form over the Asian Continent and propagate downstream. For the 5-6 January

storm,the PFSST simulationreproduced
the 22 m s-1
surface wind peak, whereas the NCEPSST run failed

to capturethe strengthof the storm (Fig. 2a). Chen
and Zhao [2001]comparesthe modelsimulatedstorm
structures with observations. They show that the PFSST run produced a more realistic storm development
in terms
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paredwith the buoy measurements
and satellitecloud
top temperaturesthan the one usingNCEPSST.
Fig. 3a showsthe monthly surfacewinds simulated
with PFSST forcing, which compareswell with the
NSCAT data [Kawamuraand Wu, 1998; Chen et al.,
2001]. The surfacewinds and rainfall patterns were
greatly modulated by the complexcoastalterrain surroundingJES. Enhancedvalley winds associatedwith
the stormsnear Vladivostok were very persistent. There
are several local minima downstream of the high mountains on the west coast. On the monthly mean time

scale, the subpolar front in PFSST enhancesthe sea

15

levelpressure(SLP) gradient(Fig. 3c) whichis largely
responsiblefor the increaseof monthly mean surface

windby about10-15%(closeto I m s-1) on the warm
5
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Time seriesof (a) surfacewindspeedand (b) air

temperaturemeasuredat the JMA buoy 21002 (thick solid line) and
from two MM5 simulationsfor PFSST (thin solid line) and NCEPSST
(dashed line). The differencefields between the two simulations are

plottedat the bottomof eachpanel (right axeswith the sameunits).

sideof the SST front (Fig. 3b).
The impactof the SST on surfaceturbulent(sensible
q- latent) heat flux is shownin Fig. 4. Generally,the
highflux valuesare overthe warmsideof the SST front,
exceptfor the coastalregionnear Vladivostokwherethe
strongestsurfacewind is located. The turbulent heat
flux increasesrapidly as the cold air moves from west
to east across the SST front and then decreases further
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storms in JES, especially those developed in JES, and
has a significant impact on the atmospheric forcing on
the monthly time scale. The atmosphericforcing associated with the winter

storms in JES are known to induce

strong oceanicresponseand possibly are responsiblefor

variationsin icecover [Martin et al., 1992]andformation of the JES Proper Water [Kawamuraand Wu,
1998].Accuraterepresentation
of SST canimprovethe
surface winds, temperature, sea level pressure, and latent and sensible heat fluxes calculations

that

are cru-

cial for understanding of air-sea interactions in JES.
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